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Revisionist dialectology and mainstream linguistics 
(Review article) 

YAKOV MALKIEL 

Department of Linguistics 
University of California, Berkeley 

K. M. Petyt's The study of dialect and J. K. Chambers and Peter Trudgill's 
Dialectology, here conjoined for assessment and discussion, have been some- 
what differently designed; but these differences are, on balance, so few and so 
small in comparison with the numerous coincidences in the educational back- 
grounds of the authors, also in underlying assumptions, techniques of analysis 
and typographic styling of the results achieved, selection of the material reserved 
for dissection (and, by the same token, omission of other slices of available 
material), anticipation of readers' needs, and ultimate intentions either overtly 
stated or rather clearly implied that it is fairly easy to compare these books, yet 
almost impossible to contrast them in an effective, stimulating manner. They are 
mutually complementary and, conceived as they obviously have been to some 
extent for classroom use, especially in the United Kingdom, they are indeed 
thoroughly compatible, and attuned to the same orthodoxy, so that mixed assign- 
ments from them would hardly confuse your average undergraduate. True, the 
brightest students, who are always and everywhere curious about alternatives to 
establishmentarian policies, would look in vain here for any arresting contradic- 
tions and thus might tend to draw the hasty and perhaps unfair conclusion that the 
subject (or discipline) involved may or even must be dull, since a consensus on 
all essentials apparently has already been reached - very quickly at that - a 
situation leaving little decision making to the next generation. 

Both books have, on the whole, been edited carefully, if one disregards the 
matter of correctly spelling foreign names and titles; the Petyt book, printed more 
elegantly, also boasts a more elaborate apparatus of appendages: The formal 
Bibliography (2I5-22) is followed by a listing of phonetic symbols (223-26), 
and the Index of Names (229-31) precedes a by no means meager Index of 
Topics (232-36); only a guide to sigla is missing. The Chambers-Trudgill 
venture leans toward economy visible, to begin with, in the chosen printing 
technique, so its supplements are limited to a Bibliography of about equal length 
as Petyt's (209-I4), in preparation for which names of scholars, those of lan- 
guages (with an extrafine regional subdivision of English), and topical or techni- 
cal terms (e.g., dialect geography alongside narrow-gauged dialectometry) have 
been interfiled. Both patterns are, I suppose, defensible; what the critical reader 
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will not find in either arrangement, however, are the recurrent crucial key words 
which have determined the content of the discussion, channeled its course, 
conditioned its tone and overtones, and in a way account for the slant of both 
book ventures, not to say for their very raison d'etre. For a truly critical appraisal 
of the books and, beyond, perhaps also of the intellectual vogue that has percep- 
tibly supported them, it thus behooves demanding readers to prepare their own, 
private index of the three authors' favorite slogans. How, for example, do they 
(the authors) respond to the phrase "mainstream linguistics," which becomes 
something of an overused watchword, bordering on a war cry, in Petyt's other- 
wise more expository than exhortatory prose?' What conclusions do they draw 
from the - indisputably, fortuitous - fact that the word "dialect" is being used, 
at least by social scientists and by such coteries of linguists as have been influ- 
enced by them, as a sort of common denominator, in reference to "social 
dialects" (whose study they tend to view as a promising, indeed fascinating 
field) and to "regional dialects" (a research area emerging from their survey as, 
fundamentally, exhausted and barren)? What is their general view of the dichoto- 
my "traditional" (which Petyt, in particular, favors over "conventional") ver- 
sus "'avant-garde?" On what serious criteria do they base the validity of their 
scale(s) of values in, again and again, placing phonology above the gamut of 
lexicological disciplines (including the etymological bugaboo)? Is this done by 
way of revolt against the reverse hierarchy which has long prevailed among 
laymen, against the spirit of antiquarianism, or in tribute to recent advances, 
supported by laboratory work, or by way of closer approximation to truly scien- 
tific and, as a result, currently more prestigious fields of knowledge? 

I feel compelled to raise some of these highly controversial issues, whose 
examination is apt to gain me few friends, because of my growing conviction - 
shared by, at least, a few other observers - that the exact position of "main- 
stream linguistics," which changes every twenty years or so, is significantly, 
even crucially, determined by a constellation of factors in part nonscientific and, 
even where most of them demonstrably are scientific, in significant proportion 
nonlinguistic. Adverse economic factors, including estimates of low circulation, 
make styles of research geared to extrahigh printing costs (such as the old-style 
linguistic atlases with their excessively sophisticated transcription and their pro- 
hibitively expensive pictorial "frames," recourse to polychromy included) vir- 
tually unthinkable under present budgetary conditions; but is this generally ac- 
knowledged defeat an intellectual debacle or a surrender to the hard realities of 
life? Then again, the near-collapse, the world over, of what not so long ago used 
to rank as the classical, humanistic education at secondary level has made sham- 
bles of the high school and college students' previously leisurely training in Latin 
and Greek and thus drastically reduced the ranks of those who qualify for 
eventual specialization in Indo-European comparatism. (As if to make things 
worse, new discoveries by archeologists in the Anatolian and the Tocharian 
fields have overextended the congeries of facts an apprentice of Indo-European 
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can ideally be expected to master.) But granted the severe and demoralizing 
setback thus experienced by Indo-European studies the world over, is their 
threatening decline a matter of steadily growing impracticality or one of an 
intellectual impasse, of purely academic doldrums? For the sake of decorum, I 
leave out adverse political pressures (or, conversely, rash infatuation with politi- 
cal ideals) as a third source of interferences with what I take to represent the 
undisturbed trajectory of progress in linguistic insights. 

By raising in advance some of these avowedly very broad questions of whose 
omnipresence the three authors - all three proselytizers of their brand of dialec- 
tology - seem to have remained blissfully unaware, unless they have deliberately 
sidestepped it, I may have been a shade unfair toward them, since they deserve a 
hearing on the strength, first and foremost, of what they have actually aimed to 
accomplish. I shall claim the privilege of reverting to these initial questions, but 
prefer to delay their further discussion until after we have cast an objective, 
constructive look at what the two books under scrutiny positively offer. 

Petyt's book, written throughout with amenity and even with touches of verve 
and candor,2 has not been designed as a downright textbook, with obnoxious 
exercises, with a constant rise of demands on the reader's sophistication, and the 
like; instead, it is a semitechnical piece addressing the cultured layman, but one 
which also qualifies for use in classroom context, perhaps as a companion 
volume rather than a basic text, provided a British institution is involved. The 
writer is realistic enough not to anticipate any measurable readers' or teachers' 
response outside the United Kingdom, and has from the start adjusted himself 
entirely to this reasonable expectation. The one - entirely commendable - ped- 
agogical feature that I have detected is the parsimoniousness of terse cross- 
references; instead, the author prefers to recapitulate. From the jacket one learns 
about his very close connection, for almost fifteen years, with the University of 
Reading, one of his country's most dynamic centers of linguistic research. He 
grew up in Yorkshire, received his advanced education at Cambridge, had the 
good fortune of seeing his dissertation - a compromise between a literary and a 
linguistic inquiry (Emily Bronte and the Haworth dialect) - published as a book, 
taught briefly at Cardiff, and had a single overseas experience through his tempo- 
rary association with the Classics Department at Ghana. I would further tend to 
credit him, on circumstantial evidence, with a rather full understanding of mod- 
ern German culture. The Neo-Latin world, alas, is terra incognita for him, to the 
extent that he is ignorant of the possibly earliest major elaborate book on a city 
dialect, pamely the Colombian Rufino Jose Cuervo's Apuntaciones criticas so- 
bre el lenguaje bogotano, a recognized classic in the field;3 nor do I find any 
hints of fairly recent work carried out on the Buenos Aires and Bahia Blanca 
speech, with attention to its social stratification.4 Then again, although one 
encounters these days numerous references to the speech idiosyncrasies of vir- 
tually every borough of Moscow, conditions observable in Eastern Europe's 
rural and urban centers have simply not been caught by the author's telescope 
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lens. The United States comes in for frequent mention in a few chapters, but 
exclusively on the basis of Petyt's zestful readings, whereas Great Britain really 
comes to life through his familiarity with written sources (a few of them un- 
published) plus sustained direct observations. One readily credits him with a 
strong dosage of mimetic skill: He not only seems to know how to commit 
instantaneously to paper spontaneous utterances unobtrusively overheard, but 
can be suspected of being himself a virtuoso dialect speaker and a humorous 
performer, to the extent of having interiorized various dialects, particularly from 
among those used in Northern England. As a matter of fact, had the title of his 
book included the word "British" (in tribute to his extensive references to 
Scottish and to English as used in Wales), my critical verdict might well have 
been an unqualified "Excellent." Since non-British material, however, has been 
used not only incidentally, and since this use, unfortunately, has been capricious 
and has here and there led to serious distortions, at least in my considered view, 
my overall opinion can be compressed into the following more complex formula: 
"Very good, only to the extent that British conditions are concerned; otherwise, 
at best, uneven." 

The Petyt book comprises only eight chapters of unequal length and distinctly 
unequal merit, with notes to all eight consolidated at the end (199-214), just 
before the Bibliography. In terms of sheer page numbers, chapter 3 ("The Study 
of Regional Dialects in Britain") emerges, at first glance, as the longest 
(68-ioo), but this impression is illusory. What happens is, simply, that this 
chapter contains the highest number of full-page illustrations in text (by and 
large, photographic reproductions of characteristic pages culled from older di- 
alectological reference works). As regards merit, I confess, at the risk of being 
subjective, that I have found the opening chapter, which deals chiefly with 
conditions in the United Kingdom seen through the prism of certain key words, 
far and away the best ("Language, Dialect, and Accent," 11-36), while I hold 
the chapter following immediately thereafter ("The Development of Dialectol- 
ogy I800-1950," 37-57), anticlimactically enough, to be entirely and, in part, 
inexcusably mediocre. I hasten to add, however, that this impression, which is 
likely to be shared by not a few Continentally trained readers, is apt to be sharply 
at variance with the feelings stirred in the minds of many bright, if inex- 
perienced, British readers, to whose taste (including bent of curiosity and inte- 
riorized stock of earlier knowledge) the book obviously has been cut. Because 
my acquaintance at first hand with British conditions is limited, I have profited 
from reading those chapters (including the seventh: "Social and Urban Dialec- 
tology II: Britain," 15 1-70) which are overtly geared almost in their entirety to 
Insular life. Conversely, my fairly thorough familiarity with many conditions of 
European academic "Betrieb" arouses my skepticism at every step in confronta- 
tions with Petyt's (lacunary and, I feel, heavily biased) exposition. As regards 
his assurance in dealing with the United States, he has done a good deal of 
conscientious and sympathetic reading (cf. chapter 6: "Social and Urban Dialec- 
tology l: The United States," 132-50). But, here and there, the lack of pro- 
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longed direct contact with the cityscapes at issue and with the climate of research 
centers as well makes itself felt. Linguistic textbooks, monographs, and journals 
simply do not tell the full story - aside from usually moving on a somewhat more 
formal plane in the United States than do their British counterparts. 

Chapter I - very readably phrased, I repeat - is a sophisticated causerie about 
certain recurrent terms in dialectology, a definitional and terminological chat 
which serves the primary purpose of providing a sharper contour for the re- 
mainder of the book, so far as neophyte readers are concerned, but whose 
secondary usefulness, especially for the mature reader stationed outside the 
British Isles, resides in that it throws light on peculiar local language conditions. 
Particularly noteworthy in this context is the discussion of "accent" and related 
terms. Whereas in the United States the trend has been toward use of "accent" 
either in reference to foreigners, those foreign-born, and immigrants (including 
immigrants' children if brought up in relative seclusion), or - among profes- 
sionals - in discussing prosodic features ("suprasegmental phonemes") and 
their orthographic projection ("accentology"), on the British scene practically 
all native speakers are doomed to carrying with them some sort of accent. Petyt 
brushes off the culturally derogatory connotations of "dialect" as "low-class 
speech" and wisely declares Standard English a dialect too (I i), but shows no 
awareness of the irreconcilable contrast between (a) the dichotomy "dialect" 
versus "language" in a country like Italy, where a self-respecting university 
professor will unhesitatingly use flawless Tuscan in classroom, but his native 
dialect, not immediately understandable to outsiders, within his family circle, 
and (b) the same dichotomy in France, where nothing of that sort is remotely 
conceivable; the local counterpart of the Neapolitan or Sicilian just portrayed will 
use, in tribute to his status, the best Parisian French he can produce or, face- 
tiously, argot, but never a regional dialect under any normal set of circum- 
stances, except as a curious specimen of local folklore. From here the path leads, 
let me add on my own, to the use of dialect speech among intellectuals as a 
political pose (an increasingly important evolutionary line which the author has 
completely lost sight of). Many otherwise liberal Spanish intellectuals, including 
R. Menendez Pidal on his memorable visit to South America, were scandalized 
to witness in Buenos Aires Argentine intellectuals use, among close friends or in 
engaging in conversation with members of their families, the local style of 
address (voseo), in lieu of Castilian tuteo ('thou,' etc.), socially differentiated 
from usted ('you' [sg.]). This has clearly been an instance of militant cultural 
self-assertion, to the point of affectation - exactly like Jorge Luis Borges's 
carefully cultivated "accent," deliberately reminiscent of that of the capital's 
humblest barrios and secondarily acquired. Santiago de Chile has its own pattern 
of voseo, and so has its hinterland as far east as the Andes and beyond; but these 
idiosyncrasies of usage have not, it seems, been adopted ostentatiously and in 
defiance against an established order. Situations of this sort are, generally, 
overlooked by the author, obviously through absence of parallels in his own local 
environment. 
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Petyt goes on to set off (frequently adjacent) "forms" of a language and, 
farther down the scale of numbers of speakers, "group preferences" where a 
non-British observer might favor instead some such tag as "subdialect" (X2); he 
examines, in a critical if humorous vein, the oft-invoked criterion of mutual 
intelligibility - which he rejects in the end - in drawing a dividing line between 
"language" and "dialect," and rightly points out instances of irreversible intel- 
ligibility (here he could have added the two classic cases, based on phonetic 
realities rather than on a social hierarchy, of Danes who easily grasp messages in 
Swedish and of the Portuguese who readily understand Castilian, but not the 
other way around). In the ensuing discussion of a "dialect continuum" extend- 
ing from Northern France to Southern Italy (14), one recognizes a - regrettably 
unacknowledged - hint of Hugo Schuchardt's Uber die Lautgesetze . . . (1 885), 
a polemic pamphlet which marked the start of overt resistance to Neogrammar- 
ianism; a footnote here could have opportunely alerted the reader to the role that 
classical dialectology has played in bringing the vogue of that unrealistic theory 
to a standstill. As an alternative to the leaky intelligibility criterion, Petyt next 
plays with a situation in which two or more "groups" recognize a single com- 
mon written language as being genetically close. One wishes he had also referred 
here to a common language of religious worship as an occasional bracketing 
device, a possibility worth ventilating in reference to Church Latin and to Old 
Church Slavic, less so to Arabic. The chapter under discussion then sets off 
Chinese, where spoken standard and written standard do not coincide (15); 
examines in a sympathetic mood the role of political allegiances, while continu- 
ing to ignore the parallel cases of political aversion (16); briefly alludes to 
Catalan, without making it entirely clear to uninitiated readers that Catalonia 
once possessed, then almost lost, and finally has now recovered its autonomy, as 
a result of the unbending power of a privileged city dialect, namely Barcelona's; 
and brilliantly demonstrates that, in England, "accent," as against "dialect," 
refers solely to peculiarities of pronunciation (16ff). There exists such a thing as 
uttering with a conspicuous accent a segment of speech entirely standard in 
grammar and lexis. From here the course of the discussion wends - poles away 
from U.S. conditions - to Received Pronunciation, which "is virtually always 
used with Standard English" (I7). 

Another topic touched upon in this chapter is differences of sounds as against 
those of contrastive units. Petyt does not mind using the term "phoneme" here 
and elsewhere, but studiously avoids resorting to "phonemic(s)," mindful as he 
possibly is of some of his compatriots' mildly pedantic insistence on "phonema- 
tic(s)" a generation ago; so for him, "'phonology" and, in certain contexts, 
"'phoneme system" will do. Aside from this trivial terminological nuance, the 
discussion hardly transcends what apprentices of linguistics in the United States 
were expected to absorb from Bloch and Trager's Outline of linguistic analvsis 
forty years ago, that is, essentially, syntagmatic, as against paradigmatic, 
phonemics - except that Petyt's cleverly picked examples from Northern versus 
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Southern dialects of England add a welcome touch of freshness and authenticity. 
Peculiar to British conditions is the fact that, in the estimate of an educated but 
not specialized observer, even structural contrasts do not necessarily suffice to 
qualify a regional speech form as a dialect rather than an accent (19), whether it 
is the number of phonemes that varies, or some of the permitted combinations 
(which I am tempted to call latitudes, while Petyt speaks of distributions), or 
even certain restrictions on the use of a given phoneme to particular grammatical 
segments. Driven into a corner in his search for a valid dividing line, Petyt 
finally sides with the norm established (before I960) by the initiators of the 
Linguistic survey of Scotland (see McIntosh I952), declaring matters of mere 
accent, and not of dialect, (a) strictly phonetic differences plus (b) phonological 
differences regular to the point of predictability, even though "the regularities 
are always more precisely statable in one direction . . . than the other" (21). 
The decisive criterion is the naive "biaccentual" speaker's ability to translate 
from one speech into another (1 have been prompted to coin the term "biaccen- 
tual" because "bidialectal" is inapplicable to the situation at hand). Note that, 
on balance, Petyt accepts the layman's verdict ("cases which most people would 
probably class as . . .") and simply provides a more technical and explicit 
formulation (22). This is a far cry from the Bloomfield era on the western side of 
the Atlantic, when untrained native speakers were allowed to talk for a modest 
reward, but certainly not to philosophize about speech, including their own. In 
England, opinions on language voiced by untutored men-in-the-street apparently 
turn out to be "intuitively correct" (23). Where criticism of accepted folk beliefs 
is at all brought forward, it tends to be very mild and free from remonstrations 
(24). The remainder of the chapter is given over, first, to a routinely conducted 
tour of definitions (patois, vernacular, koine, style, variety). Apropos koine, 
Petyt explains skillfully the difference between "common language" and "stan- 
dard language," the latter presupposing an authority and sometimes a program 
which the former can afford to do without (26). But the reader will hardly grasp 
at once that, historically, koine applied not only to the aggregate of (leveled) 
dialects spoken in ancient Greece, but, in the wake of Alexander of Macedon's 
sweeping conquests, was understood, after circa 300 B.C., all over the civilized 
world, thus becoming, first, the forerunner and, later, the rival of Latin. One 
accepts the author's definition of style as "degree of formality" in a narrowly 
dialectological context (26). But I find it baffling that Petyt, after discovering 
two uses, or meanings, of the term variety, suddenly declares (27) that he will 
henceforth accept this term, in the second, "neutral" sense credited to it ("any 
form that for the purposes of the discussion is being treated as a unit") as a 
substitute forform so used by him until that page! Once more, Petyt shows 
weakness and eagerness to come to terms even with whims prevailing in his 
immediate environment. The remainder of the chapter deals, I should think in 
entirely unobjectionable fashion, with such matters as social versus regional 
dialects (Petyt recognizes their intertwining); the layman's concept of "sloppi- 
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ness of speech"; the dividing line to be drawn against the province of so- 
ciolinguistics; degrees of mobility and levels of education as the chief differ- 
entiating factors; the relation between regional variation and social class in the 
author's own country; the thin layer - stratigraphically speaking - of speakers 
using the Received Pronunciation, as against the relatively thick layer of those 
abiding by Standard English; the delimitation of dialectology stricto sensu 
against dialect geography. The single really subjective statement here is Petyt's 
probably superfluous attempt to subordinate the study of regional varieties to 
dialectology (29ff) by restricting the latter's jurisdiction to "'permanent linguistic 
varieties within a language community," to the exclusion of "transient charac- 
teristics," a category under which he subsumes register, style (= formality 
level), and mode (= medium employed) - a categorization which leaves or 
saddles us with a new definition of stylistics. Only the last pages (30-35) acquire 
a diachronic flavor. Here, Petyt at long last invokes waves of innovation and 
makes varying distances, rather than varying degrees of smoothness in commu- 
nication, and unequal diffusion of innovations, to the practical exclusion of 
divergent extents of resistance to innovations, mainly responsible for dialectal- 
ization. In analyzing parochialism and its opposite, the urge for communication, 
Petyt next relies heavily on Saussure's Cours, as is his privilege - the opening 
pages of Sapir's chapter on "drift" might have stood him in even better stead; 
the element of novelty here is the playing with the newly introduced term "'idio- 
lect.'" In addressing growing dialectal heterogeneity and the highly likely rise of 
a standard language, with subsequent loss of esteem in which other dialects are 
held, the author tactfully circumnavigates the issue of Colonial English and its 
present-day outgrowths. Petyt identifies four different reactions of speakers to 
the rise of a standard: (a) intended or achieved adoption of the standard; (b) 
continued sole use of the dialect; (c) bidialectalism, with the choice of the dialect 
controlled by the interlocutor; and (d) single compromise forms between stan- 
dard and local dialect (34). Applying this yardstick, by way of a test, to the 
speech of industrial towns of West Yorkshire particularly familiar to him, Petyt 
concludes that "most people in the area speak varieties of English approaching 
Standard English" (34), though their regional background remains identifiable, 
by and large, on the evidence of their accent (especially with the older genera- 
tion) rather than of their grammar or vocabulary. Other conclusions from the 
survey show the middle class ahead of the working class, often retentive of local 
features, and women ahead of men in their ability to adapt to overt pressure - the 
opposite of what happened in Romanized Gaul two millennia ago. The masterly 
chapter - a genuine anthology piece - ends with a skillfully worded conclusion 
(36), which shows the author thoroughly aware of what is most original in his 
exposition and also of the extent of simplification that he felt compelled to 
introduce. 

I have offered here a painstakingly detailed, for the most part entirely favor- 
able, presentation of chapter I chiefly as a foil for the rather severe strictures 
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which I must now visit on chapter 2 - an epitome of the history of the chosen 
subdiscipline. The first among the many surprises that its perusal is bound to 
cause experienced readers is the arbitrary delimitation along the axis of time 
foisted on them: i8oo-1950. During the Napoleonic era, absolutely nothing 
noteworthy happened to or in or with the study of dialects anywhere, in sharp 
contrast to the importance of the first two decades of the given century for Indo- 
European comparatism still based on morphology (Petyt feeds his readers only 
phonological examples); for the study of Basque; for Western concern with 
Chinese, Japanese, and Old Javanese; and no doubt for other branches of schol- 
arly inquiry into languages. After a brief chat about "comparative philology" 
(37, a clearly obsolete label that goes unchallenged) and about "sound laws" (a 
long-ago abandoned tag, whose vulnerability remains unmentioned), the thread 
leads to the statement that a frantic search for "purity" allegedly preserved in 
dialect speech began at a certain juncture; but, with the sole exception of J. A. 
Schmeller's pioneering Die Mundarten Bayerns, grammatisch dargestellt 
(I821), the discussion picks up momentum only with the mention of L. Liebich's 
trail-blazing questionnaire of I873; of Eduard Sievers's sensationally influential 
Grundzuge der Lautphysiologie (I876); and of the activities (or, according to 
others, shenanigans) of the Neogrammarians (Junggrammatiker) in and around 
their citadel at Leipzig, whose beginnings also fall into the seventies of the past 
century. Since an earlier form of dialect study was seriously conducted in eigh- 
teenth-century Spain (witness Fray Martin Sarmiento) and, on an even more 
ambitious scale, in contemporary politically fragmented Italy (as Adelung stated 
clearly and in searching detail in his Mithridates), Petyt had the choice between 
two schemes, either 1700 and on or I 870 and on. Instead, he opted for a grossly 
misleading starting point. 

After correcting the infelicitous title and setting straight its implications, a 
critic before long discovers that there remains little to be done beyond observing 
how, for most of the remainder of the chapter, Petyt does little more than 
paraphrase certain well-known sections in L. Bloomfield's Language (1933) as if 
- now that a half-century has elapsed after the publication of that book - our 
perspective on classical dialect geography has not changed radically. The depen- 
dence on Bloomfield almost deserves to be called slavish; it extends to the 
selection of illustrative maps and to terminological gaucheries long ago rejected 
in the United States, such as unidiomatic "new-formation" (39) as an ill-begot- 
ten attempt to render literally Neubildung. From this point, the saga of dialect 
geography unfolds, following an all too familiar groove. The author takes his 
readers on a grand tour from Jost Winteler's Die Kerenzer Mundart des Kantons 
Glarus (I876) through the ever-widening projects of Georg Wenker (whose 
name has been omitted or excluded from the Bibliography, in which those of his 
successors, F. Wrede and W. Mitzka, mercifully, do figure; irritatingly enough, 
one finds the title of the ambitious joint venture, Deutscher Sprachatlas, mis- 
spelled [222]). Why the digest of the 1926-78 activities conducted in the ar- 
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chives of Marburg University had to be wedged in between the report on the 
early stirrings in Germany and the early gropings in France (I888-97) is no- 
where fully explained. The all-important fact of Gilli6ron's association with the 
experimental phonetician Abbe Rousselot and of their joint sponsorship of the 
revolutionary Revue des patois gallo-romans is swept under the rug, and the 
crucial part played by Italian scholarship (e.g.. Bernardino Biondelli's role as a 
pacesetter of cartographic projections of linguistic facts: Atlante linguistico d'Eu- 
ropa [see Malkiel (1979)], to say nothing of G. I. Ascoli's monumental Saggi 
ladini [I873] and of G. Bottiglioni's atlas of Corsica, far superior to the earlier 
one by a French team, which Petyt pointlessly does mention) is nowhere so much 
as vaguely recognizable, let alone properly focused upon. 

After devoting less than one page to the Gillieron venture (1902-I0) and 
postponing all discussion of its implications and of research conducted on this 
basis by M. Roques and the initiator, Petyt races to the briefest possible mention 
of the Jaberg-Jud project (42), which he completely misunderstands, reaching in 
the process the nadir of his own book. One cannot with impunity characterize 
Jaberg and Jud, two of the most original, indeed unsurpassed, architects of 
Romance linguistics, as "Gillieron's students," and it is brash to leave uniden- 
tified, as if hired help were involved ("using three fleldworkers," 42), scholars 
of the stature of Max Leopold Wagner and Gerhard Rohlfs. I find Petyt's perfor- 
mance here particularly embarrassing, to avoid stronger censure, because vir- 
tually all the information needed was readily available to him in a book by 1. 
Iordan, translated by John Orr into rather zestful English (1937) and only re- 
cently brought up-to-date by an energetic Rebecca Posner (0970) (see my 1971 
review of the revision) - assuming, of course, Petyt's disinclination to read 
carefully volume one of Sever Pop's (1950) still authoritative synthesis or to 
plough through the file of the broad-gauged journal Orbis, which somehow falls 
short of appearing on the reader's radar screen when a reference to it is most 
urgently needed. 

The trouble consists in that Petyt shows no grasp of the actual relationship 
among the three protagonists of the drama he unfolds before the eyes of his 
readers. Gillidron was a colorful outsider, who never bothered to earn a doctorate 
nor learned how to write stylistically polished French (and, as a result, could not 
make a career at a French university; he never rose above a humble lectureship at 
the Ecole pratique des Hautes Etudes and did not qualify for directing officially 
any dissertation). The French Establishment was split in its attitude toward him, 
with A. Thomas - a superb dialectologist working in a different key - flatly 
rejecting him, but G. Paris, who carefully observed the goings-on in Germany, 
willing to give him a chance and to overlook certain quirks and eccentricities, 
including Gilli&ron's refusal to take into account, at the interpretative level, the 
evidence of dialect glossaries, dear to Thomas and, later, to W. von Wartburg. 
Gillieron to the end remained a maverick and fanatic, whose small seminars were 
frequented by foreigners (including two Americans: P. B. Fay and C. H. 
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Livingston, one Briton: John Orr, a handful of Scandinavians, two influential 
Austrians: E. Gamillscheg and L. Spitzer, plus a half dozen enthusiastic German 
Swiss obviously proud of their Landsmann) and by a minority of highly atypical 
Frenchmen. The seminars, as all former participants agree, were fireworks, not 
on account of E. Edmont's interviewing technique, but as a result of Gillieron's 
extremely forceful insight into, and dynamic presentation of, the interlocking of 
different word histories, graphically charted. Jaberg and Jud, conversely, repre- 
sented the creme de la cre'me of Zurich University's Romanisches Seminar, 
which soared to an unprecedented level of enthusiastic precision work under the 
sustained guidance of a great trainer of scholars, Louis Gauchat. As Ernst Tappo- 
let's (I895) dissertation on kinship terms in selected Romance languages shows, 
the Zurich group was independently groping with the problems of effective 
cartographic projection of data, even those garnered through close readings. 
Another fine dissertation produced in the same research center, by P. Herzog 
(I9I6), concentrated on the names of the daily meals and was based on corre- 
spondence with scholars stationed in various countries, an exchange of letters 
aimed at eliciting bits of usage they may have observed in their immediate 
environments. Gauchat's prize pupils, first Jaberg, somewhat later Jud, and 
distinctly later W. von Wartburg, P. Aebischer, and yet others, indeed rounded 
off their training in historical linguistics and dialectology by auditing a few of 
Gilli6ron's seminars, but upon their return to Switzerland they lost no time in 
starting upon most successful careers in university teaching and from then on 
embodied a rejuvenated Establishment at its most respectable rather than any 
rebellion against it, until the I950s. In other words, the dream of academic 
recognition which, upon his own avowal, haunts Petyt (101-02), came true in 
German Switzerland at the price of the rejection, by the above-mentioned cote- 
rie, of Gillieron's whims and their programmatic, planned espousal of a recon- 
ciliation between th- solid rock of Romance philology and some of the new 
experimental techniques. 

But let us revert to Petyt's controversial second chapter, at the point where we 
left off. After devoting a few lines to A. Dauzat's somehow anticlimactic Re- 
gional Linguistic Atlas of France, Hans Kurath's Linguistic atlas of New En- 
gland (1939-43) and the accompanying Handbook (1939) come up for cursory 
mention, as well as certain regional spin-offs, without further characterization 
(44); the not unimportant points of the atlas director's Austrian educational 
background and of his eventual return to Austrian dialectology, upon his retire- 
ment from teaching at Ann Arbor, are not specified. The survey of conditions in 
Britain is postponed, a perfectly legitimate gambit, except that Great Britain's 
lag behind the United States in this particular respect and in certain others, 
remains unmentioned, let alone explained. May it not be due to the presence in 
the New World of Scandinavians and Austro-Germans whose cultural anteced- 
ents included a strong addiction to folklore and dialect studies? 

The next major section of this chapter surveys "Methods" (44-51), where 
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"Techniques" might have been a more appropriate label. Incomprehensibly, 
these pages are geared to a point-by-point comparison of writings by the Marburg 
School with Gillieron's atlas (completed and published over seventy years ago!). 
Of course, the old Atlas of France, at present little more than a paleontological 
exhibit, could have been fruitfully replaced, for the sake of such a comparison, 
by some ventures based on it or germane to it, but displaying vast improvements: 
first, the classic par excellence, namely Jaberg and Jud's (1928-40) Atlas of 
Italy and Southern Switzerland (AIS) or, by way of substitutes, Hotzenkocherle's 
(I962- ) Sprachatlas der deutschen Schweiz or even Manuel Alvar et al.'s 
(I96I-73) small-scale venture on Andalusian, all three clearly set off from 
Gillieron's antiquated model by qualifying as Sprach- und Sachatlanten and thus 
catering to the crowd of intellectuals responsive to issues in material civilization. 
Precisely with respect to a pilot survey, whose wisdom Petyt justifiably stressed 
(46), the preliminary explorations in the field by Jaberg and Jud, before they 
discovered the talent of Scheuermeier as an inspired fieldworker, might have 
been pointed out. Petyt shows restraint in placing the direct method, by field 
interview, over the indirect method, by mail, deeming the latter, as a matter of 
fact, preferable for the elicitation of lexical, as against phonetic, data (46). 
Perhaps so, but why insist on the inevitability of postal questionnaires being 
completed by amateurs (ibid.), when the reverse solution was played with by L. 
Gauchat and P. Herzog (see above)? Petyt's remarks on the interviewer's right to 
tamper with the questionnaire, on the balance between (a) first responses and (b) 
incidental forms retrieved through listening to the informant's unsolicited ex- 
patiation, and so forth, make good sense (47); one misses here, however, any 
reference to Antonin Duraffour's (1927) remarkable technique, developed in the 
1920S and 1930s, which allowed him and his disciples to engage in excellent 
fieldwork without an), dependence on questionnaires and formal interviewing 
sessions - even though in the end, as a result of a severe personal crisis, 
Duraffour altogether gave up dialectology (see Flutre 1972). Be that as it may, 
Petyt's omission of this interlude (which, admittedly, involved a tour de force 
difficult to emulate) is particularly regrettable, because one of Duraffour's flnest 
and best remembered disciples was an Englishman, named William D. Elcock 
(Ph.D. 'Toulouse), who shortly before World War II did superb research, on both 
slopes of the Pyrenees. Regrettably, Elcock's name remains unmentioned in the 
book. Conversely, P. Scheuermeier's name comes up for mention on six pages, 
so it is doubly lamentable that the figure of this remarkable, amiable man, whom 
I once met at the home of a recently widowed Frau Jaberg (in 1959, to be 
precise), again does not come to life. Scheuermeier came close to being the 
perfect fieldworker, the embodiment of all skills and prerequisites combined to 
carry out such an assignment with elan but without panache. A sturdy outdoors- 
man, a splendid photographer, a skilled and efficient draftsman, a sociable 
person (and himself a dialect speaker of Swiss German in private life), he was 
also an accomplished researcher far beyond the Ph.D. level, but, through a quirk 
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of circumstances, had been unable to engage in any steady university-teaching 
career. As is well known, Scheuermeier accompanied Jud when the latter ex- 
pounded his methods and techniques at a cis-Atlantic Linguistic Institute. 

After offering a "brief step-by-step outline" of the currently accepted dialect- 
investigation technique based on fieldwork (49-5 1: Concomitant tape-recording 
and division between mere tabulation and actual projection onto maps are the two 
innovations mentioned here, while one misses any hint of a third experiment: the 
interviewees' tacit exposure to drawings and/or photographs instead of to the 
interviewer's potentially over-suggestive questioning: "What do you 
call . . .?"), Petyt takes us to the interpretive half of the controversial chapter 
(5 I -67). He explains well and illustrates graphically the difference between mere 
listing and the (increasingly expensive) preparation of various classes of actual 
dialect maps, except that the availability of carefully compiled Index Volumes to 
atlases, such as Jaberg's magnificent I960 venture (running to 744 two-column 
encyclopedia-format pages) might have been mentioned as one means of narrow- 
ing, if not bridging, the gap between the extremes. I prefer to divide the better- 
known categories of dialect maps, somewhat differently from the author, into: (a) 
those left entirely uninterpreted (with narrow transcription of forms at selected 
points); (b) those lightly interpreted, or semiinterpreted (with substitution of 
geometric symbols: circles, triangles, squares, etc., for the gradually emerging 
dominant types); and (c) those heavily interpreted (with isoglosses drawn). Miss- 
ing from Petyt's inventory of possibilities is the use of polychromy, a costly device 
resorted to in an effort to enhance the contrast between areas (Gillieron's favorite 
technique in his essays), or of shading, dotting, hatching certain areas or of 
underlining isolated forms found in a given area counter to expectation. For 
readers feeling more at ease with articles written in English (rather than in, say, 
Italian), Figure 3, which affords a glimpse of the AIS style of "impressionistic" 
notation, should, for the sake of an alternative, by all means have been accom- 
panied by samples either of H. Kahane's (I94I) or of R. A. Hall's (1942) 
workmanship. Petyt's definition of an isogloss shows sophistication (55), except 
that there is insufficient emphasis on the fact that such a line is supposed to connect 
points only along the outer rim of an area, not inside it. The pioneering dialect 
geographers' failure to have demonstrated the regularity of sound changes, as 
understood by an Osthoff or a Brugmann, is correctly pointed out (56), and a brief 
comment on L. Bloomfield's, the last Neogrammarian, resulting chagrin might 
well have been added - a point I have elaborated on in a paper here not taken into 
account (Malkiel I967b). Petyt sails instead in the wake of Wrede. The section 
ends with an acceptable discussion of "belts" or "'bundles" of dialects, which are 
apt to split into "fans," with two sets of incompatibilities emerging from the 
analysis, those for sound correspondences and those - on a more concrete plateau 
- for individual words. The brief typology of areas (focal, transitional, relic) could 
have been greatly enriched by reference to the second of Jaberg's three magisterial 
College de France lectures (1936:44), all of which Petyt, inexplicably, ignores. 
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He does, however, toe the lines of, I repeat, Wrede and, increasingly, of Theodor 
Frings (63-64) in explaining the impact of cultural (ecclesiastic, economic, 
political, etc.) centers on the configuration of circumjacent dialect areas. He 
correctly recognizes the prestige of privileged sections and the availability of 
communication lanes as the two positive factors of diffusion, but underestimates 
the negative factors, for example, the production of vacua clamoring for speedy 
remedial action from without. M. Bartoli's half-forgotten schema of six norms and 
J. Gillieron's even earlier insistence on avoidance of homonymic conflicts as a 
major driving force in or behind language change - in this bizarre temporal 
sequence - are treated without overt unfriendliness, but mostly as mere curiosities 
worthy of the briefest of mentions (65-67). In sum, this chapter is highly 
unsatisfactory, first because, instead of redeeming the announced promise of 
covering the I 800- 1950 period, the author focuses almost exclusively on the six 
decades I 870- I 930, to the extent of not even heeding the vital distinction between 
onomasiological and semantic maps, as advocated by Jaberg (1936:43-77), a 
major theorist and an inspired practitioner alike; and second, because Petyt falls 
short of making it crystal-clear to his readers that the various techniques of 
selecting informants, interviewing, recording the utterances on maps or in lists, 
and so forth, for the Continental scholars of the Golden Age of dialect geography 
involved, to be sure, not irrelevancies but hardly more than mere preliminaries, 
the grand strategy being to amass a huge and well-ordered congeries of material 
that could eventually be used for a lexis-based cultural history. Thus, the built-in 
paradox remained that large-scale synchronic research projects were launched 
with the prime purpose in mind of activating our grasp of diachrony, as regards 
individual historical events, and, at the highest level, the broad-gauged study of 
causation (etiology). 

Chapter 3, "The Study of Regional Dialect in Britain" (68- I 00), is one of the 
best; it is also by far the most sumptuously illustrated with photographs of whole 
pages from the key books discussed and with reproductions of monochromatic 
maps. What enhances its value for the non-Anglist is Petyt's selection for com- 
mentary of antiquated terminology (e.g., in the writings of J. L. Ellis), with 
glosses supplied where necessary. Thus, 'glossic' and 'palaeotype' stood for 
special categories of narrow transcription (72ff); also, 'divisions', 'districts', 
'varieties', and 'subvarieties' occupied carefully defined niches in the hierarchy 
of dialectological entities. The periodization likewise shows major improvement. 
A hazily described prelude apart, Petyt recognizes two peaks, of which the first 
stretches from 1870- I 9o5, being bounded, on the one side, by Ellis's start on his 
monumental five-part work On early English pronunciation (I889) and, on the 
other, by the concluding publication date of Joseph Wright's English dialect 
dictionary (I898-1905). For the second peak period, the even more precise date 
1946-80 (= the modern era) is supplied, without the immediate explanation of 
the significance of the year I946 as a watershed date. This division leaves 
roughly four decades (0905-46) for a spell of relative lull; but without a com- 
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plete break in continuity. An outsider like myself has no quarrel with this pattern 
of division, except that, in the sketchy outline of the Prelude, no explanation is 
offered for the attention Alexander Gil showered on humble dialect speech (69) 
in his erudite Logonomia Anglica (i6i9). My guess is that this display of height- 
ened concern with folk culture can be bracketed with the humanistically moti- 
vated collection of proverbs in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spain. 

As a beneficial result of their insularity, British pioneers could afford to show 
a good deal of originality later sacrificed to leveling vogues, as when Ellis, for 
his "third tool of investigation," (i.e., a questionnaire, namely the "classified 
word list" with 971 items), reserved a solid block of I63 slots for lexical units of 
Romance origin (72). Not in vain, one of the principal suppliers of data and 
ideas, in his case, was the exiled Prince Louis L. Bonaparte, a resident of 
England. Petyt admits that much (71), but does not even broach the issue of 
possible intermittent contacts between fin-de-siecle linguists stationed in London 
and those active in or around Paris, with the further possibility - not to be 
overlooked - that British influence could have made itself felt on the Continent. 
After all, Ellis preceded Gilli6ron by at least one decade. Here the periodic 
pilgrimages of Ars6ne Darmesteter to the oldest British research libraries as well 
as the British Museum might have been fittingly mentioned, as well as his lecture 
course conducted at University College London. Petyt associates Ellis's (I889) 
Existing phonology of English dialects with an important change in British di- 
alectology, from vocabulary to phonology (70), and he may be correct on this 
score. On the same page he speaks, with clearly implied disapproval, of such 
older "publications on dialect [as] were lexical in their bias"; W. A. Wright's 
call (I870) for the founding of an English Dialect Society is similarly criticized 
(76), to say nothing of the noted etymologist W. W. Skeat's directorship of the 
Society (I873-96) (cf. the praise lavished on J. Wright for veering away from 
this trend [79]). Petyt's readers may be surprised to learn that among the wicked 
Continentals, the Leipzig Balkanologist G. Weigand, who in his unjustly forgot- 
ten Daco-Rumanian Atlas (I909) offered the strongest foil to Gillieron's under- 
taking, placed the same emphasis on sounds rather than words, and that T. 
Navarro (Tomas)'s long-delayed atlas of Puerto Rican Spanish as well as his only 
partially published Atlas of the Iberian Peninsula (all of this priceless material 
swept under the rug by Petyt) were similarly biased, all of which does not 
mandatorily invalidate Britain's claim to priority in this respect. At any rate, 
Joseph Wright, the first self-taught British dialectologist, went to Germany for 
advanced training even before attending Oxford, and it is his triptych - a gram- 
matical description of his native Yorkshire dialect of Windhill (1892), plus his 
monumental English dialect dictionary (1898-1905, with preference given to 
written authority [79]), to which the English dialect grammar served as an 
appendix - that set the standard for two generations. 

The chapter remains interesting and worth reading to the end, but once or 
twice on every page the foreign reader will henceforth be jolted by strange 
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symptoms of provincialism, either by what Petyt states or, just as frequently, by 
what he fails or forgets to state. The need for Joseph Wright to squeeze his 
English dialect grammar into volume 6 of a lexicographic venture - regrettable 
from today's vantage point - was not an isolated sign of the times. F. A. Coelho 
had to do something astonishingly similar, except that in his case volume i of 
Vieira's monumental Portuguese dictionary was involved. The self-satisfaction, 
shocking to us, that Skeat evinced in I9II reminds one of A. Meillet's rash 
remark, reputedly made circa 1904, that the methodological edifice of historical 
grammar was practically completed. Wright's discovery that the "purity" of 
dialect speech had been most severely impaired in the vicinity of London (84) 
parallels similar findings made by Romance dialect geographers with respect to 
the eroding role played by Paris. 

These, however, are mere trifles compared to the serious distortions besetting 
the chronicle of Wright's successors. The reader is not properly informed (85) 
that Kokeritz, later appointed at Yale (Helge, not Helga; a man, not a woman), in 
essence represented the school of Uppsala, and that it was his finely honed 
Scandinavian scholarship that placed him, as Petyt admits, above his British 
contemporaries. As a matter of fact, it is only on page 88 that the reader finally 
learns, in unequivocal terms, that there exists such an institution as advanced 
study abroad of the English language (Anglistik, which could be glossed by 
unidiomatic 'Anglics', modeled on 'Classics'). Amid the temporary lull of Brit- 
ish dialect research on its homeground, it was the Zurich professor Eugen Dieth 
who, obviously under the strong influence of Jakob Jud, prevailed upon the 
Leeds professor Harold Orton to embark upon a joint project (Survev of English 
dialects) which was clearly cast in the mold of Continental dialect geography 
(88-93). Petyt's enthusiasm for this project, lurking behind a veneer of courtesy 
and condescendence (9I, 93), could not have been more lukewarm, and reminds 
one of the icy reception the Jaberg-Jud atlas had previously encountered in 
certain quarters of native Italian dialectologists (the fate of the counterproject 
spearheaded by Bartoli and Vidossi is nowhere mentioned by Petyt). The au- 
thor's feelings seem to have been further exacerbated by the fact that some of the 
best first fruits, on the interpretive level, were also reaped by Continental schol- 
ars after Dieth's death in I956 (Orton, bereft of his friend's support, died nine- 
teen years later); see, for example, the Basel professor Eduard Kolb's (1966) 
Phonological atlas of the northern region. The specific charges are overall 
traditionalism, lexical and historical bias, lack of representativeness, thirty 
years' delay in the publication of the maps, indifference to urban areas, neglect 
of intonation, inequality in the amounts of attention to detail, and concentration 
on problems of potential primary yield for diachronically oriented students of 
Middle English rather than for devotees of descriptive phonemics. Although 
Petyt deserves credit for summarizing, in a not unsympathetic tone, Orton's 
successive ventures, often embarked upon in collaboration with advanced or 
former students (including the third Wright, this time a woman: Natalia) - from a 
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I960 pilot article, through the I962 Introduction to the SED and the Basic 
materials recorded in list form by county and locality (I962-71) to the two 
crowning achievements: Word geography of England (1975) and the post- 
humously published Linguistic atlas of England ( 978) - the reader at no point is 
given to understand that, assuming these foreign-inspired projects really fell flat 
to some extent (part of the criticism leveled indeed seems justified), the principal 
vulnerability of this bold experiment with much-admired Continental methods 
grafted onto chunks of British material lay somewhere else (pace Martyn F. 
Wakelin's strenuous efforts a decade or so ago). If one may speak bluntly, the 
difficulty appears to have been rooted in the total unavailability of local talent, 
comparable to Jaberg and Jud themselves as well as to their closest disciples, that 
could be prevailed upon to engage in work toward a powerful synthesis of 
philological and dialectological stores (or banks) of data in a string of brilliantly 
executed syntheses. Additional complications lay in the modest, almost in- 
fraacademic status of onomastics in all English-speaking countries (for a con- 
trast, suffice it to evoke the names of R. Menendez Pidal and M. Vasmer in 
Europe) as well as in the long-lasting divorce of sustained lines of curiosity about 
lexis and material civilization, as exemplified abroad by the highly prestigious 
Worter und Sachen movement. To be sure, Orton scored a success in imparting 
phonetic drill and training in fieldwork to nine assistants (go); but apparently no 
one in Great Britain has so far shown the commensurate skill and courage for 
plunging into imaginative analyses of lexical problems in the Old English, Scan- 
dinavian, Anglo-Norman, Celtic, Dutch, and Low German constituents 
("strains") of the English vocabulary - a disappointing situation which threat- 
ens to lead to a sour-grapes response. 

I hasten to add that Petyt's account of the Linguistic survey of Scotland (LSS) 
is distinctly more constructive, chiefly because he is on the same wavelength as 
the architects of the Edinburgh project: The survey had been planned from the 
start as "synchronic and systematic," with a set of recommendations to the 
contrary by John Orr - hardly known as a friend of structuralism - set forth in his 
unpublished Memorandum (1936) successfully overruled. The guiding spirit of 
this enterprise, Angus McIntosh, took care of writing the requisite Introduction 
(1952); pathetically, this venture, which on my own visit to Edinburgh in I959 1 
found advertised as avant-garde, now menaces to become "somewhat out of step 
with the times" (95) - a grim reminder of the danse macabre of modernism in 
arts and social sciences. The two things to be remembered about this project are 
(a) its territorial sweep through ambitious inclusion of two adjacent English 
counties, also of the Isle of Man and of Ulster; plus (b) an attempt to reconcile 
the gathering of data (cx) by means of two consecutive old-style postal question- 
naires, chiefly for vocabulary, with (,3) their elicitation through interviews, the 
emphasis this time being on strictly synchronic phonology (the innovative strat- 
egy for this phase was laid out mainly by J. C. Catford). At the time Petyt 
concluded his book, only the first two volumes of the LSS, meant to do justice to 
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lexis, were available for inspection (1975-77). An optimistic preview of the 
work done on the Gaelic section of Scotland and a side-glance at the ongoing 
work on the corresponding Welsh dialects, with headquarters at Cardiff and 
Bangor (the final judgment on A. R. Thomas's - apparently uneven - perfor- 
mance has been suspended) round out (93-IOO) a chapter bursting with in- 
formation. 

The following chapter, probably altogether superfluous on account of two 
heavy overlaps, involves an, all told, rather lame attempt to overdramatize a few 
rounds of criticism leveled at the "traditional" approaches (ioi-i6) - which 
before long become a single "approach." Petyt subdivides the ranks of objectors 
into those coming from linguistics (o - 0 }O) and those representing social sciences 
at large (i io- i 6). Personally, I would instead prefer a tripartition, since qualifica- 
tions have poured in from three directions, namely the headquarters of (a) fellow 
dialectologists (with one team trying to surpass another); those of (b) broader- 
gauged linguists, in general sympathetic to the cause but without any personal 
stakes; and (c) those of relative outsiders. Let me first report, in a critical vein, 
what Petyt has to offer, then succinctly present my counterview. After an unfortu- 
nate preamble - lamentations about the historical linguists' diminished positions 
within the new Establishment and thus the wisdom for dialectologists to obtain a 
divorce from their erstwhile partners, the comparative philologists, prior to allying 
themselves with the currently more fashionable descriptivists (IOI-02) - Petyt 
plunges in medias res, stating that the principal source of Saussure-inspired 
linguists' general dissatisfaction with dialect geographers has been the latter's 
chronic inability to discriminate between low-level and high-level differences 
(here we are, at long last, introduced to "phonemics," the very same approach 
called consistently "phonology" in chapter i - was the change made in deference 
to U. Weinreich? [see below]). We are, incidentally, treated to a lecture on 
phonetics versus phonemics, which might have been exciting forty years ago 
(103-04). The next three pages involve an entirely gratuitous preview of chapter 
5, on structuralism. They are based on a short, but admittedly memorable 1954 
piece by U. Weinreich, provocatively titled: 'Is a structural dialectology possi- 
ble?" The next point involves a criticism allegedly aimed at "linguistics as a 
whole" (107-10) - from the headquarters of linguistics? (This chapter was so 
hastily written that Petyt, in revising it, neglected to eliminate the one adverbial 
phrase foreseeably misleading in such a context: "in other words": 107 [twicel, 
I o8, 112; also I 17, I I 8, etc.) The point at issue involves the two related matters of 
periods of variation (diachronically) and, above all, those of free variation (syn- 
chronically). The author sides enthusiastically with J. L. Fischer's trend-setting 
1958 article, which aimed at replacing the hazy concept of "free variation" by 
"socially conditioned variation." Basically, this section is an anticipation of 
chapter 8. Among its brighter spots I notice the characterization of a standard 
monograph's projection of the given dialect speech as an intended grasp of its 
"extreme system" (io8) - a felicitous term which of course should have been 
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opportunely introduced into chapter 2 and amply used throughout chapter 3. The 
person accepted as an emissary from the contingent of (English-speaking) social 
scientists is Glenna Ruth Pickford, on the strength of a medium-sized, carefully 
researched I956 article confined to the American scene. The critic wondered 
whether the surveys then conducted produced "a representative and unbiased 
picture" of the chosen sector of population ("reliability of findings," a concept 
for which "typicality" would, I think, have been a better tag). Petyt, after 
summarizing (ii o- ii) Pickford's battery of qualifications for different sorts of 
samples (judgment, quota, random/probability, stratified, haphazard), now finds 
even better reasons for disliking the Dieth-Orton venture, with its - to him 
anachronistic emphasis on agricultural workers as informants, an approach pro- 
ducing "results . . . of value [only] to some people" (I 12), while the stress an 
analyst may elect to put on the speech of older informants is cavalierly recognized 
as "not without interest." In addition to his objection to "handpicked" samples 
of speech and to the resultant condemnation of D. De Camp's dissertation (1 953), 
which he knows only from its published distillate (1958, 1959), Petyt lectures us 
that another corner of the field is in need of total overhaul in light of the latest 
sociological thinking: the design of the questionnaire and the very conduct of an 
interview ( 14-I6). Here Petyt, on the whole, toes the line of the Scottish dialect 
survey, favoring a mixed method. Not once does the author take up the cudgels in 
defense of dialect study, even at its most advanced, against external criticism. The 
surrender to sociology is unconditional (and, of course, both unrealistic and 
somehow unsavory). 

To revert to the divergent schema of greater appeal to myself: I would have 
consulted, first, critical appraisals of projects in dialect geography from the pens 
of experienced practitioners of that same discipline (A. Kuhn, e.g., by virtue of 
the work he himself did in Upper Aragon, qualified for this role, which he played 
on two occasions). I would next have reported on the crucial controversy Atlas 
versus Dictionary, which heavily involved, above all, W. von Wartburg as 
spokesman for straight lexicography, somewhat inimical to the on-the-spot inter- 
viewing technique, but himself practicing a style of dictionary making that was 
perceptibly saturated with dialect data; and only as the last resort would I have 
started worrying about what archaeologists, mathematicians, logicians, sociolo- 
gists, and, yes, theologians have to say on our trade. 

"Structural Dialectology," the topic of chapter 5 (017-30), implies a com- 
promise between structuralism and cartographically projected dialect study, two 
currents many experts have held to be irreconcilable - a situation all the more 
dramatic as the peaks of their separate appeals to the young all but coincided in 
certain academic environments, producing a keen rivalry for attention. In this 
country, Bernard Bloch, to cite one telling example, went through a long appren- 
ticeship in dialect geography (with H. Kurath acting as his mentor) before he 
developed, especially through wartime teaching of colloquial Japanese, into a 
leading American-style structuralist. A major scholar senior to him and idolized 
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by him, namely Leonard Bloomfield, showed his exposure to both approaches by 
the time he was leaving Ohio State for Chicago, in a programmatic article 
surveying "recent work in general linguistics" (1927) which, in the authoritative 
opinion of Charles F. Hockett (1970:I73), was still written in Columbus. The 
dichotomy structuralism versus dialectology continued to prevail in Part 2 (chap- 
ters 17-28) of Bloomfield's landmark book Language (1933), a section whose 
impact was extended through H. Hoijer's attempt at restrained rejuvenation 
(I965). One last echo will be found in Bloomfield's grim assessment (1944) of 
Frederick Bodmer's, for a brief while, sensational best-seller, The loom of lan- 
guage. Bloch and Bloomfield do not figure in the chapter of Petyt's book under 
review, which has turned out to be much thinner than one might have hoped for. 
Essentially, it is a diluted review of a half-dozen articles, of which the most 
challenging - the one by U. Weinreich - already crossed the reader's path in the 
preceding chapter. The parade starts with a less than very important item by N. 
Trubetzkoy, which, though chronologically placed between Bloomfield's I927 
and 1933 prises de position, is more explicit in his overt confrontation of "'Pho- 
nologie et geographie linguistique." What Trubetzkoy had to say on differences 
of phonological system (either of inventory or of function, i.e., distribution) 
versus those in the phonetic realization of phonemes versus those in the incidence 
of phonemes (or in etymology) was, needless to say, sophisticated and possibly 
merited a paraphrase extending to two printed pages, but the impact of that 
epitome will be foreseeably weak, since the salient points have all been threshed 
out in earlier chapters. At this point, Petyt takes us back to Weinreich's short 
1954 paper - inexplicably, without dwelling on that young scholar's heavy 
indebtedness to Martinet and Jakobson, who both provided the obvious connect- 
ing link to the Prague-Vienna School, and without mention of the older Wein- 
reich's (Max's) inter bella self-immersion in dialect research at Marburg. Instead 
of the wearisome long-winded repetition of the core of chapter 4 Petyt could, of 
course, have speedily led his readers to the innovative concept of "diasystem"' 
( 1 22). The balance of this inflated chapter offers little more than a circumstantial 
summary of five articles, one by E. Stankiewicz, another follower of Jakobson's 
(as one would have liked to see pointed out), on discreteness and continuity 
(I957); the second, by G. R. Cochrane, on Australian [-English] vowels (I959); 
two by William G. Moulton (I960, I968), a direct student of Bloomfield's but 
also a close companion-in-arms of Weinreich's; one, by E. Pulgram, with addi- 
tional thoughts on the diasystem (1964); plus two fleeting allusions to J. C. 
Catford and K. Ringgaard. 

Lest my above remark be misunderstood: Having myself written two nec- 
rological essays, mutually complementary, on Uriel Weinreich; having extended 
to him editorial help in polishing his father's paper on the Romance vemaculars 
of medieval Jews; and having successfully encouraged him to write a many- 
splendored review article on the mid-century state of our discipline, I loathe to be 
giving here the impression that I begrudge him the space he occupies in two 
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chapters of the book under review. My disagreement is not with Weinreich, but 
with the angle at which his aeuvre is shown: Through arbitrary exclusion from 
consideration of his direct teacher's, A. Martinet, temporary split between struc- 
turalism and dialectology; through bizarre disregard of Weinreich's far and away 
weightiest accomplishment, of cardinal importance to urban anthropology and 
linguistics alike, namely the - neither concealed, nor made fully accessible - 
Language and culture atlas of Ashkenazic Jewry; and by devoting merely a few 
lines - in passing - to the monograph which most clearly shows W. Labov's 
roots in Weinreich's thinking, namely the Columbia team's Empirical founda- 
tions for a theory of language change (U. Weinreich, Labov, & Herzog 1968; 
oral presentation: I966); all this sacrificed for a twelve-page note from the pen of 
a brilliant neophyte, Petyt has almost grotesquely upset the balance. Not even a 
clue to Marvin I. Herzog's (I967) meticulous bibliography of Weinreich's writ- 
ings has been provided by way of compensation. 

In chapter 6, Petyt pays the United States the compliment of having been a 
world leader in "the study of the speech of different social groups within the 
same area," with increasing attention to urban communities (I 32-50). Since the 
chapter deals with American conditions, any detailed summary would be almost 
supererogatory for most readers of this journal. The pace-setters, according to 
Petyt, were Raven I. McDavid (1948) as explorer of South Carolina speech, G. 
N. Putnam-E. M. O'Hern in tandem (1955), who listened in on Negro dwellers' 
speech in a slum alley of the federal capital, and the late David De Camp, as the 
author of a University of California, Berkeley dissertation published only in part 
and after a major delay, with a segment of the West Coast (San Francisco) for 
once serving as the focus of attention (incidentally, it was my privilege to 
codirect it). May I disagree with this chronology? The dialect of Chicago was 
briefly described by the noted Indo-Europeanist C. D. Buck at the turn of the 
century, as part of the decennial celebration of the former "Rockefeller Univer- 
sity," while the speech of German immigrants residing in Greater Chicago 
provided the locale for a memorable chapter on borrowings in L. Bloomfield's 
Language, a book known to have been written in 1930-32. In assigning grades 
to the individual pioneers for their performances, Petyt holds against some of 
them their informal and impressionistic approaches, and their lack of expertise in 
sampling techniques. Conversely, the installation of controls allowing for self- 
correction, as was done by the Putnam-O'Hern team, and the quantitative treat- 
ment of variation, as practiced by L. Fischer in 1958, appear on the credit side. 
One is willing to go along with Petyt on this score, while still being left to 
wonder why settlement history must per se be necessarily inferior to insights 
gained into present-day social structure ( 35). As the step immediately preceding 
W. Labov's arrival on the scene, Petyt identifies L. Levine and H. J. Crockett's 
joint inquiry into speech variation in a [North Carolina] piedmont community, 
apropos postvocalic r. Possibly more relevant than the individual merits of this 
piece, however remarkable for its period, was the fact that it could, at the price of 
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a major delay, be eventually absorbed into a journal supplement (I967) uniquely 
highlighting sociolinguistics, and editorially spearheaded by Stanley Lieberson, 
a sociologist - unfairly - not further identified. (As is well known, psycho- 
linguistics started on a successful career in this country a decade and a half earlier 
with a memorable symposium, its results similarly salvaged and even expanded 
through a comparable journal supplement.) This gap in Petyt's design is regretta- 
ble, inasmuch as the supplement here at issue (Lieberson I967), upon inspection, 
tumns out to have indeed amounted to a landmark, conjoining in a dramatic 
display of strength as it did the talents of Joshua A. Fishman, Paul Friedrich, 
William Labov, Einar Haugen, and William Bright. Equally left unmentioned by 
Petyt, despite their direct relevance to the gauging of Zeitgeist, were (a) the 
appearance - merely three years before - of the miscellany carpentered by Dell 
Hymes, Language and culture in society, and (b) Uriel Weinreich's continued 
spree of feverish interviewing for his Atlas project in certain characteristically 
Jewish quarters of Greater New York, with periodic excursions to Johannesburg 
and Tel Aviv. Labov's well-known article on "the social motivation of a sound 
change" (1963), for whose scenario he used the small island of Martha's Vine- 
yard, and then, recounted in even more lavish detail, the same author's major 
work on The social stratification of English in New York Citv (1966) fill the 
balance of the chapter (037-50) and thus sanction Labov's position as the real 
hero of the saga. Petyt turns out to be a splendid raconteur, so even those familiar 
at first hand with these instruments of a major "'breakthrough" ( 137) may derive 
pleasure from reading Petyt's zestful report. Whether the author, in the throes of 
this infatuation, has acted wisely in leaving the name of Fishman completely 
unmentioned in this context, in refraining from citing any piece postdating 1969 
by a social scientist as active and dynamic as Labov, and in deemphasizing the 
poignant dilemma that many beginners have faced after 1970 (option between 
thoroughly "human" sociolinguistics and perilously "dehumanized" more ab- 
stract varieties of linguistic analysis) remains, charitably speaking, a matter of 
taste, and of personal preference. 

By the time Petyt returns to Britain in chapter 7, in Part 2 (150-70) of his 
report on Social and Urban Dialectology, his scale of values has frozen into a sort 
of orthodoxy. The almost strident militancy against traditionalism and histor- 
icism leads him to use, again and again, such criteria as: (a) measure of attention 
paid to variation; (b) random selection of informants; (c) aloofness from anti- 
quarian concern with "genuine" dialects; (d) emphasis on the social rather than 
the regional component in each given situation; (e) avoidance of concentration on 
unrepresentative groups, such as peasants and working class people, as a reser- 
voir for the selection of informants; and (f) speedy acceptance of Labov-style 
theoretical assumptions and techniques (1 am simply paraphrasing Petyt's own 
wording: "Labov-type investigations," 1i6i). Authors who measure up only in 
part to this set of standards receive proportionately low marks; their monographs 
are, at best, called entertaining, without actually carrying conviction. Infatuated 
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with this single standard of excellence, Petyt apparently forgets that Eva 
Sivertsen is a Norwegian scholar, even if her field of study happens to be 
Cockney phonology (I960), with a stress on its "rough" rather than "posh" 
variety; that J. Kjederqvist was a Swedish polyglot, with publications in English 
and German, to be sure, but with a doctorate from Lund; and that Wolfgang 
Viereck, as a student of the dialect of Gateshead-upon-Tyne, continues to be a 
German Anglist moving within the orbit of Central European tradition (e.g., 
extrasensitive to the concept of regional standard): Neither owes any allegiance 
to currently fashionable canons of Anglo-American research, and instead of 
examining a nook of this English landscape, both of them could have brought to 
bear their brands of analysis on patches of the Brazilian jungle. Among Brit- 
ishers, R. J. Gregg receives a rather sharp rap on his knuckles, and only with J. 
T. Wright and C. L. Houck, the inventor of a "multi-stage" random sample 
used to obtain an ideal mix of informants in Leeds, have, one learns, the last 
lingering ill effects of the Orton-style, bias-laden approach been overcome, 
except for the artificiality of the latter newcomer's questionnaire. Having broken 
away from the old rules of the Survey of English dialects thus becomes a merit in 
the records of former fieldworkers on its staff (154, 157). More interesting to the 
New World reader are the original stirrings of the latest wave of British dialectol- 
ogy, not mere echoes of what has been accomplished in this country. Though it is 
too early to pass judgment on the Tyneside linguistic survey sponsored by the 
University of Newcastle (I55-56), the concept of "variety space" seems to be 
new, and the idea of covariation between several dimensions seems promising; 
one has been left in the dark, though, as to what enterprising local leaders are 
behind this gradually emerging project. Given the recent dramatic shifts in the 
ethnic composition of the city of London, any monograph, such as J. C. Wells's 
(1973), bearing on the adaptation of the speakers of both Jamaican Creole and 
Jamaican Educated English to new conditions whets one's appetite (X56-57). 
Petyt calls it partly sophisticated, partly simplistic, and he may be right; but how 
could he have failed to notice that the new concept proposed, namely hyperadap- 
tation, is, at bottom, just a new tag for the phenomenon which has, for a century, 
been known under such labels as "hypercorrection," "hyperurbanism," "ul- 
tracorreccion," and, especially in Austria, "Uberentdu3erung"? 

My analysis cannot conceal the fact that, on an increasing scale, several 
chapters - including the one under scrutiny - read like a string of zestfully 
phrased book reviews, including appraisals of influential articles, with sparks of 
wit and irony thrown in for good measure. This quality may increase the value of 
the book as sheer reading matter (never a dull moment!), but sharply diminishes 
its usefulness as a basic text for undergraduates, not sophisticated enough to 
appreciate Petyt's virtuoso performance, yet foreseeably distrustful of several 
chameleonic changes in his authorial, or critical, persona. Unable though I am to 
summarize his various responses to a fairly recent crop of writings, I must make 
an exception for his substantial reaction (I5 8-6i) to Peter Trudgill's 1974 mono- 
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graph The social differentiation of English in Norwich, here viewed as "the first 
of a number of British studies . . . carried out in a 'Labovian' framework," 
although Petyt's last chapter, in reverting to this same monograph, somewhat 
surprisingly assigns it a niche midway between structural and transformational 
dialectology (i84). The book crosses one's path at least seven times in the 
appended footnotes. 

The last chapter is indeed both brilliant and bewilderingly strange, and Petyt 
rightly wonders whether he has not overreached himself (196); he has indeed. 
Everything was just beginning to fall into place, with the villains (i.e., scholars 
and scientists writing and thinking in languages other than English) gradually 
disappearing from the foreground of action and urban anthropology at long last 
crowding out inappropriate sentimental concerns with bucolic idylls, when ev- 
erything all of a sudden gets overthrown in a sort of surprise ending worthy of 
Hollywood. Chapter 8 ("Other Recent Approaches") falls into two parts, of 
which the first, Generative Dialectology (17i-85), practically erases the first 
seven chapters, while the second part, A "Continuum" of Varieties: The "Dy- 
namic" Model (I85-97), in turn, wipes out the first part. The only reassuring 
thing amid the chaos is that, in the end, Great Britain is left triumphant. As the 
tempo of the report rises sharply, the leisurely presentation of newly excogitated 
terms and labels yields pride of place to a rapidly paced parade, with space 
reserved only for parenthetic, incidental, or allusive definitions of two packages 
of tags never before brought up. First, in Part i, the reader is treated, as one 
would expect, to creativity, rules, underlying forms, intuition, rule-deletion, 
ordering of rules, generality, naturalness, powerfulness, formalization, and so 
on, roughly in this sequence, a by no means small order for the uninitiated. This 
is nothing, however, in comparison to Part 2, which ends on a fortissimo note, a 
hurricane of not yet widely accepted neologisms such as "'basilect," "acro- 
lect," and "mesolect" (I87); "isolect" (igo); "panlectal grid" (I9I); "poly- 
lect" (196). Were these fireworks really necessary, or were they intended as an 
outburst of clean fun, beyond the ken of an average colonial? Be that as it may, 
the one really useful concept here that bids fair to survive the flurry of a fashion 
is the notion of "'implicational relations" (1go); it might have deserved a slower 
pace of discussion. Where Petyt invokes spread "through social space" (191), 
as against geographical space, it would have been useful to set apart "inner 
diffusion" observable where an innovation worms its way through the lexicon. 
In general, Petyt is philosophical about terminology and willing to admit that 
some of the thinking of his newly acquired cultural heroes, Derek Bickerton and 
C.-J. N. Bailey (187), is not too far removed from Johannes Schmidt's classic 
"wave theory" of 1872 vintage; and he equates some newly coined terms with 
the structuralists' morphophonemics, oblivious only of the fact that the notion 
already existed, at least, a century ago, except that the names under which it was 
known were "'inflectional" ("nominal," "verbal") and ""derivational," also 
"compositional," phonetics, all of which materially blunts the edge of novelty. 
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Petyt communicates to his readers the "kick" one derives - for a few weeks - 
from the ability to write rules formulaically, but digests the doctrine itself with 
studied restraint, beginning soon to speak of "superficial attractiveness" and of 
"a linguist's plaything" (I83) as well as of "anecdotal evidence" (I84), all of 
which maneuvering helps him to lead us to the lapidary statement on the follow- 
ing page: "The theory of generative grammar must be regarded as 'not 
proven'." The three pages dedicated to a critique (by others) of generative 
orthodoxy (I82-85) belong to the best in the book. I am much less enthusiastic 
about the choice of allegedly representative samples and about their slipshod 
presentation. If all that E. Vasiliu, in I966, learned from applying the new 
technique to Rumanian dialects was a more explicit view of things in essence 
already long since known (174), a waste of energy was involved. The initial 
discussion of B. Newton's The generative interpretation of dialect (1972) iS SO 
lukewarm, or low-key, that only several pages later one figures out that modern, 
rather than Classical, Greek (noted for its dialectal cleavage) is involved. Gilliam 
Brown's Phonological rules and dialect variation (1972) may, indeed, be so 
outstanding as to deserve repeated mention ( 75-76, 179, I 82-83, 21 i), and the 
reader is excited by the arresting problem whether the underlying forms can be 
more fittingly and, above all, more economically carved out from northern or 
from southern dialects, except that it takes an ignoramus like myself a long trek 
to the map room of a well-equipped university library to find out exactly where 
the Lumasaaba language is spoken; Petyt might have obligingly settled this side 
of the issue in a half-line-long editorial insert. In addition to these carping 
remarks, let me voice the regret that Chinese dialectology in a generative key, as 
conducted (in English) by W. S-Y. Wang, M. Chen, plus H-I. Hsieh, to cite only 
three names, has been disregarded; it might have added a touch of exotic flavor 
and a few stimulating ideas, more encouraging than Vasiliu's, to these troubled 
pages. Then again, I lament the one-sided favoritism accorded phonology, here 
and under the preceding rubric of structuralism, having myself twice tackled, I 
hope with profit, structural morphology (1970, I982). As for the "continuum" 
of varieties, which, rooted in the plumbing of pidgins and creoles (1 87), basical- 
ly does away with dialects as operational units, one feels that it richly deserved 
attention in any book on the theory of language change rather than as a conclud- 
ing piece in an introductory guide to dialectology. 

Organizationally, the Chambers-Trudgill parallel guide to dialectology is far 
removed from the Petyt venture. Above all, it has been designed as a straightfor- 
ward textbook and has been tightly fitted into a series of pedagogically flavored 
outlines, from the pens of British scholars, bearing on such topics as morphol- 
ogy, aspect, semantic theory, and the like; the closest neighbor within that series 
is R. A. Hudson's piece on Sociolinguistics. Paradoxically, of the two coauthors, 
Trudgill - the one who teaches at a British university famous for its heavy 
involvement with linguistics - happens to be better known in this country than 
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his partner, attached to a major Anglo-Canadian university; in particular, 
Trudgill's name and record should be familiar to readers of this journal, to which 
he has contributed substantially over the last few years. What the two books have 
in common, aside from the British radix, is a concept of dialectology as a 
sociolinguistic discipline, bordering on urban anthropology as regards content 
and tilt, and relying heavily on elementary statistics - more so than on cartologi- 
cal projections, a device inherited from Continental antecedents. 

As experienced authors of a textbook which aims to qualify as a standard text 
for advanced undergraduate courses on both sides of the Atlantic, Chambers and 
Trudgill have taken a number of preliminary minor steps, which happen to set 
their Dialectology apart from Petyt's. Their style is matter-of-fact (if you wish, 
pale), completely lacking in fireworks and, I repeat, in outbursts of irony, 
sarcasm, indignation. The book falls into four parts: Background (I-64), Social 
Variation (67-100), Spatial Variation (102-42), and Mechanisms of Variation 
(143-208), with variation and variability thus jutting out clearly as the leitmotiv 
from a glance at the Table of Contents. There are all in all twelve chapters, fairly 
even in size and structure, except for the last, a sort of brief programmatic 
preview of events to come ("Towards Geolinguistics," 205-07). A typical 
chapter falls into five to seven subdivisions, each set off by a subtitle appearing 
in boldface, and certain privileged subdivisions fall further into up to three parts, 
signaled by a different typographic device. Footnotes, which played a major role 
in Petyt's book and allowed him to tackle side issues, are for once completely 
absent. The whole is framed by lists of maps, figures, and tables, plus the 
reproduction of the Phonetic Alphabet, by way of Forematter (ix-xiii), and by a 
master bibliography in the back (208-14), followed by a two-column index of 
languages tapped, scholars cited, and key words introduced (215-18). These 
tools must be used in conjunction with short sections replete with titles (Further 
Information) appended separately to each of the twelve chapters. The cardboard 
binding and low quality of the paper form another contrast to Petyt's relative 
elegance: His book qualifies as a gift, theirs fits a student's stringent budget. The 
proofreading has been carried out well, except - as has already been stated at the 
beginning of this review - with respect to foreign book titles. 

Just what pattern of collaboration the dual authorship project involved we are 
nowhere told; but the sutures do not show, even though the authors were sta- 
tioned in different hemispheres, and the cumulative range of information as well 
as the quality of experience are impressive. From the start (3-I4), the reader is 
taken to the far corners of the world, including Scandinavia, South Africa, and 
Jamaica; and several new or as yet little-known terms, of considerable potential 
usefulness, are almost immediately introduced, including heteronomy as the 
opposite of autonomy, as well as gradience and fuzziness. Characteristic of the 
authors' general preference for more-or-less rather than either-or judgments (8) is 
their somewhat playful predilection for the prefix semi-: "'semi-foreign," 
"fsemi-autonomy," and the like. Perhaps they have taken as their model E. 
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Haugen's "semicommunication"; having myself once championed the concept 
of "semiborrowing," I cannot quarrel with this predilection. Typical of the 
wisdom acquired from longer experience is their unwillingness to engage in 
terminological hair-splitting; admitting the legitimacy of alternative uses of key 
words, they will soothe the reader's nerves by declaring, at every step, "We 
shall adopt a certain use ad hoc" (i, 14, etc.) or some paraphrase, for example, 
"in this book" or "for our purpose" (17). As a result of such precautions, one 
experiences relatively few shocks, one such rare jolt coming from the absurd 
suggestion to teach Queb6cois in lieu of Standard French in English Canadian 
schools (I 2), and another from a badly twisted account of the Biblical shibboleth 
episode (15). One detects, inevitably, sporadic gaps: Thus, apropos "semi- 
foreign" languages, a brief allusion to franglais and its analogues was almost 
mandatory (I o). 

On the whole, the authors' firmer grounding in social sciences than in the 
historico-philological disciplines is observable at every step (Trudgill must also 
have profited from his expenence in authoring an earlier introductory textbook, 
on a related topic: Sociolinguistics [I974b1). Their use of technical labels, the 
sociologist's stock-in-trade, shows intelligent restraint, rather than delight, in 
bombast; they know where to have recourse to, say, systematicity and gradation. 
Along the historical axis, their performance can be quite disappointing: They fail 
to catch the reason for the enormous impact (I6-17) of Verner's Law (discovery 
of accentual conditioning of segmental phonemes); and in complaining next 
about the lack of theoretical talent among dialect geographers, they completely 
overlook Karl Jaberg's writings from the early 1930S to the late 1950s (see 
below). 

The greater maturity of the second book here under review shows in many 
ways throughout the retrospective section, for example, in the excellent typology 
of questions (25-26) asked in an interview context: naming, completing, talking, 
in reverse, converting; in the authors' ability to intertwine the separate records of 
American and British explorations, rather than individuating them; in a philo- 
sophical attitude of resignation, which enables them, again and again, to recog- 
nize latent alternatives to lines of work actually tried out, as well as opportunities 
irretrievably missed; to reject any excess of subtlety as being gratuitous, or 
counterproductive, and the like. They tend to downgrade the roles of cultural 
heroes; thus, on the American stage they project, not only intellectual giants but 
also locally known figures. Thus, Guy S. Loman, Jr., E. Bagby Atwood, Raven 
1. MacDavid, Jr., and Harold B. Allen come to life, the only missing name of 
some prominence being that of B. Bloch. Also, they supply technical tags in 
appropriate dosages, as when a vital distinction is drawn between display maps 
and interpretive maps (29), where Petyt, in comparably setting off these two 
categories (54), forgot to supply the badly needed identification tags. There are 
few jokes, and fewer exclamation marks, and no overt sign of hostility toward 
the Orton-Dieth venture, as if it were some sort of imported foreign merchandise 
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superimposed on native British traditions. Nevertheless, not all analyses con- 
vince. Take the very painful issue as to why dialect geography in the classic key, 
on balance, never got off the ground in the English-speaking countries. Cham- 
bers and Trudgill impute its very limited success to (a) its practitioners' quickly 
acquired reputation for traditionalism; (b) the excruciatingly slow yield of efforts 
invested in an age of speed and acceleration; (c) budgetary troubles; and (d) the 
unforeseen rise of a formidable rival, namely urban dialectology, abetted by the 
rapid urbanization of the particular country focused upon (23). Though every 
single argument may be correct, one is left wondering whether anything inevita- 
ble was involved, or simply an unfortunate concatenation of circumstances pro- 
duced an adverse effect; the same criticism, I admit, can be leveled at a - 
possibly mistitled - paper of my own (1976). Dialectology is silent about atlas 
ventures that flourished abroad after 1950 (e.g., the fine Walloon atlas first 
visualized by Jean Haust). It has nothing to say about work being currently 
carried on in Colombia by L. Fl6rez and his Bogota' team; Eastem Europe does 
not appear at all on the authors' radar screen; nor does the magnificent combina- 
tion of folklore study, probing of superstitions and folk beliefs, mythology, 
dialectology, the history of fashions, and advanced literary analysis (e.g., inqui- 
ries into Baroque poetry) that Karl Jaberg engaged in throughout the 1940S and 
1950s, after his retirement from formal teaching duties at Bem. If Jaberg's case 
of late flowering be accepted as a valid counterexample, then the best answer to 
the endemic embarrassment about the recession of dialectology, allegedly 
through inanition, could be phrased thus: To produce its ripest and most alluring 
fruits, dialectology requires gardeners endowed with so many mutually comple- 
mentary skills and equipped with such an assortment of tools as to become easily 
almost unrecruitable. The dialectologist of average competency, in contrast, 
although not exactly scarce in graduate school or on the job market, is most 
likely to be a person of sharply limited intellectual appeal and minimal magne- 
tism, to whose classes truly brilliant students will simply refuse to flock - even if 
the locale is Zurich or Marburg rather than Leeds or Ann Arbor. 

While Dialectology and The study of dialect - in part, as a result of having 
been published (and, presumably, written) almost simultaneously - cover much 
the same ground, to the extent of analyzing not only identical books, but even 
identical articles, all the way down to such minor genres as book reviews, 
nevertheless the two book ventures achieve this common goal by advancing 
along entirely different paths. Where Petyt, after exposing the villains, paraded 
in consecutive chapters one team of would-be rescuers after another, each tend- 
ing flamboyantly to reverse what had been laboriously established or ascertained 
immediately before, Chambers and Trudgill concentrate the main threads of 
theoretical discussion in a single, almost forbiddingly compact chapter (the 
third), provocatively titled "Dialectology and Linguistics" (37-53). Here one 
learns in quick succession what dialectology gains and loses by being wed to the 
classical historico-comparative approach (still mislabeled "philology:" 37-38); 
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to structuralism at this point bereft of its urbanistic dimension (38-45); to the 
generative-transformational technique (45-50); and to polylectal grammar 
(50-52), here clearly defined as geared to receptive, as against productive, 
competence. From this experience the authors, in contrast to an enthusiast 
plagued by sudden second thoughts like Petyt, emerge as enlightened skeptics, 
who, under any circumstances, refuse to be swept off their feet. Thus, Wein- 
reich's diasystem and Moulton's variations thereupon receive a friendly hearing, 
but are declared applicable (or, at least, practicable) only under certain strin- 
gently defined optimal conditions rather than indiscriminately. In dramatic con- 
trast to Petyt, the authors of Dialectology in principle give the transformational 
school of thought the benefit of their doubt, explicitly calling its application to 
dialect research "an advance on structural dialectology" (48), but immediately 
thereafter qualifying their acceptance by remarking that it "can only cope with 
incidence differences if they are phonologically conditioned and regular"; that is 
to say, varieties must be allowed "to differ in their lexical entries as well as in 
their phonological rules" (50). Polylectal grammar, in turn, is praised for having 
alerted us to a dimension swept under the rug in rival projections, but is not 
"necessarily the best way of accounting for mutual intelligibility" (5i); in 
addition, "it has to stop, socially or geographically, at some point" (52). The 
reader has thus been exposed to a whole palette of conflicting theories and, 
having been briefly allowed to warm up to each one, has four times - in the span 
of a single, middle-sized chapter - been forced to sober up, as it were. From this 
policy it clearly follows that what the next I5o pages purport to offer is not 
additional dosages of theoretical hair-splitting, but rather training in useful meth- 
ods and techniques - a toolkit possibly compatible with more than one theory. 

With chapter 4, the book veers resolutely in the direction of urban dialectol- 
ogy, a shift of stress for which the authors present the familiar demographic 
arguments. These need not be repeated here; they seem to hold objectively, and 
the change of emphasis offers the authors the fringe benefit of enabling them to 
start with a truly clean slate and to forget about any earlier gropings - with, 
apparently, a clear conscience and neat results. This strategy seems to be unex- 
ceptionable as long as present-day British conditions are under the analyst's lens. 
A naive reader, however, from perusing Dialectology in isolation, may easily 
conclude that rural sociolinguistics is strictly a thing of the past, and the authors 
must be blamed for not having explicitly pointed out the regional variation of 
scholarly taste and commitment with unmistakable clarity. It so happens that 
sociolinguistics, perhaps due to its concern with synchrony, has rapidly gathered 
momentum in Spanish-speaking America,5 including the bilingual fringe of the 
southwest United States. Though interest in city dialects, the parlance of the 
barrio, has been intense over the last two or three decades, involving situations 
where Spanish is a minority language in a basically English environment (San 
Antonio, San Diego, Los Angeles) as well as those where Italian immigrant 
speech represents a bond holding together a dwindling minority of Italophones 
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(Montevideo, Buenos Aires) inside a solid block of Spanish (Malkiel 1972:109- 
13, I38-47), rural speech continues to be equally fascinating, as has been 
demonstrated in a string of colloquia and symposia (cf. De Gorog, I982). Add to 
this the fact that an armada of monographs conceived and executed like J. 
Borrego Nieto's (I98I) Sociolinguistica rural is steadily running off the academ- 
ic presses in metropolitan Spain itself, and that two major theorists of so- 
ciolinguistic research, namely Eugenio Coseriu and Jose Pedro Rona, although 
born elsewhere, have spent long years of intensive teaching and equally intense 
observation in Uruguay, an experience that may to some extent have colored 
their thinking, and it will be clear that Chambers and Trudgill's deliberate choice 
of radical "urbanization" of the discipline entrusted to their care - in Petyt's 
company, for a change - threatens to steer them toward an attitude of splendid 
isolation.6 

The hub or nerve center of the entire book is unmistakably chapter 4 - despite 
its relative brevity (54-64) - with a host of cross references extended to other 
chapters. This particular segment is programmatic, because the topic it an- 
nounces ("Urban Dialectology") dominates the entire remainder of the book, 
and is tone-setting, through the unashamedly practical, even trivial information it 
provides on such matters as sampling and establishing accurate percentage scores 
(with concrete examples). It examines, in an introductory or anticipatory fash- 
ion, topics like quantifying, measuring, and classifying data. It proceeds from 
crude to more refined classification by introducing, in addition to sex and age, 
such equally valid, but less easily applied, criteria as occupation, income, educa- 
tion, and housing. It teaches uninitiated readers how to handle reluctant inter- 
viewees; how to tape-record specimens of quasi-conversational speech; how to 
overcome the "observer's paradox" (one of several ideas and labels avowedly 
borrowed from Labov) and how to face groups of speakers engaged in spon- 
taneous conversation. It analyzes covariation of utterances with formality of 
situations and with the speakers' fluctuating social status (6i). This positive, 
constructive aspect of the program is all to the good, but there are also darker 
sides to it: the unwarranted pervasive denigration of, or at least condescendence 
toward, "traditional" rural dialectology (as if there did not exist half a dozen 
such traditions) - a sort of stereotype or bugaboo (55, 56 [twice], 60) which 
becomes boring in the end; the simplistic belief that urban is the sole alternative 
(extant or conceivable) to rural or semirural dialectology - what about the 
flourishing (circum)maritime study of languages, regional and social dialects 
included (sailors, fisherfolk), with such focal areas as the Mediterranean, the 
North Sea, the Baltic, the Adriatic, the Tyrrhenian, the Caribbean, a tilt which, 
as a matter of fact, has been cultivated for almost half a century now (witness M. 
Deanovic)? One is equally taken aback by learning (56) that a general swing of 
the pendulum in the direction of synchrony is the chief reason (beside familiar 
demographic circumstances) for the recommended leap from old-fashioned phi- 
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lology (transparently implied in lexico-etymologically colored dialect study, 
with its stress on the interrogation of old folk) to the boldly progressive social 
science approach, with its statistical, hence prestigiously quantitative, underpin- 
ning. What if philology were to become once more fashionable, as is indeed 
happening in the U.S. Indianistic circles at this very moment? Note also the very 
recent upswing of general diachronic linguistics, which started with a Congress 
held in Edinburgh. And, as regards (circum)maritime research (cf. P. S. Ureland 
1978), which extends its powerful prong into lingua franca studies, the inquiries 
conducted by H. and R. Kahane over a half century - and now selectively 
available in two handsome volumes - offer a string of excellent illustrations of 
the slices of material from which a maritime dialectology could soon begin to be 
carved out. The fact that different languages rather than dialects are prepon- 
derantly involved constitutes no insuperable hindrance, since bi- and even plu- 
rilingual dialects are typologically admissible and, indeed, on record - on land 
and on sea (cf., to this effect, A. Elizaincin, 1976, among many others). 

In sum, Petyt and the Chambers-Trudgill team have revealed entirely differ- 
ent authorial temperaments. He is, at bottom, a scintillating essayist - patently 
uneven in his performance, at times inconsistent, even capricious; they are not 
exactly plodding, but assuredly self-controlled, far-sighted pedagogues or, at 
least, spokesmen for the didactics of an unadulterated social science approach to 
linguistic inquiry. Both books are not only programmatic, but even propagandis- 
tic, each in its own way. Both are products of a malaise or disappointment 
created by Orton's visibly abortive attempt to transplant the Continental style of 
dialect geography onto English soil - a relative failure clearly recognized by 
almost everyone, it seems, as a fact, or a miscarriage of sorts, but not very 
persuasively diagnosed in terms of cause-and-effect, perhaps because the full 
disclosure of the reasons for the lack of any adequate response to the new 
challenge might have involved an excruciatingly painful admission of sterility. 
The books differ on certain important points, for example, as regards the en- 
dorsement of TG grammar. Conversely, there is complete agreement on the 
goals to be pursued and achieved, and total coincidence, I am afraid, in the 
distortion of the recent past, the present, and the foreseeable future of the devel- 
opment on the European continent. The American scene has been captured well 
for the period 1935-65, less so for the following fifteen years. Alternatives to the 
theoretical kernel of structural and generative dialectology have been grasped, 
not so alternatives to the dichotomy rural versus urban dialectology. As regards 
the authors' rather candidly admitted quest for professional recognition and 
respectability of their favorite discipline, it seems to me that not a few talented 
younger workers will want to take up the study all three authors are so eager to 
promote as one desirable line of inquiry, among several others, as something 
they can warm up to for a few years, but not as the principal lifetime component 
of a full spectrum of commitments. The scope of urban dialectology is, upon 
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reflection, scarcely wide enough to keep truly brilliant scholars excited, for many 
years in succession, with it as their dominant or exclusive focus of intellectual 
curiosity. 

NOTES 

i. Of course, the author has simply chimed in with a widespread fashion, which, riding the current 
ephemeral appeal of what is novel, sensational, revolutionary in social sciences, tends to disparage 
research quietly conducted in a less flamboyant key, too valuable to be so rashly discarded. Person- 
ally, I happen to regard this tendency as very damaging, not least - through its boomeranging effect 
- for those who succumb to this temptation. 
2. That Petyt is an accomplished stylist is, of course, all to the good; but he seems to be 
occasionally carried away by his literary talent, presumably acquired or, at least, sharpened to a fine 
point while he was engaged in literary research bearing on the Bronte sisters. He might be at his best 
not in making acid remarks (passim) on historical curiosity, etymological bent, atomism, and other 
forms of assumed bric-i-brac to whose appeal his generation apparently no longer can warm up, but 
in attracting esthetically and intellectually sensitive laymen into the fold of linguistics. 
3. There existed, assuredly until circa twelve years ago and possibly longer, a multinational 
project of studying the colloquial Spanish of the educated class(es) in a few metropolitan areas, 
including Buenos Aires, Mexico City, Madrid, and possibly one or two more megalopoles. The 
person in charge of the Portenio prong of that project was Ana Maria Barrenechea, who conducted the 
work with several assistants. A few specimens of the research based on the material thus collected are 
available (e.g., 1970-71; fn. I contains a few additional details). 
4. See the concluding pages of this review article for a reference to A. M. Barrenechea's work on 
Buenos Aires speech. The Bahia Blanca expert over the last fifteen years or so has been M. B. 
Fontanella de Weinberg. 
S. One can draw a clear line between Spanish-American sociolinguists and dialectologists who 
have gone, through attendance of graduate schools or heavy and systematic reading programs, 
through North American training (H. J. Cedergren, B. Lavandera, M. B. Fontanella de Weinberg, C. 
Silva-Corvalan) and those who represent an older style of data gathering and interpretation (L. 
Fl6rez, a pillar of Bogota's Instituto Caro y Cuervo trained by T. Navarro at Columbia; and B. E. 
Vidal de Battini, a native of the Entre Rios province, Argentina, and a former student of A. 
Rosenblat); for details see References, below. The gradually emerging predominance of a so- 
ciolinguistic bias can be gauged by a quick look at the transactions of Caribbean Conferences 
organized by H. L6pez-Morales. 
6. What all three authors doubtless know about but have chosen not to make crystal-clear to their 
prospective readers is the degree of cohesion among (a) rural dialectology; (b) lexical reflexes of 
primitive material civilization (Worter und Sachen); and (c) folklore, folk belief, and mythology, 
intersecting in turn the domain of children's language. These connections underlie the idea and scope 
of an Institute of Dialect and Folk Life Studies, such as it sprang into existence at Leeds University - 
presumably a brainchild of Orton's - a research center as carefully shielded from inspection in both 
books under review as is Louvain's Centre de Dialectologie and its influential journal Orbis. As is 
well known, Schuchardt toyed with the idea of organizing a miniature museum at his home in Graz 
(at present known under the name of Villa Malvina) in support of his etymologically flavored dialect 
studies. Chambers and Trudgill speak, in an uncharacteristically deferential if not derisive tone, of 
"linguistic archaeology," perhaps oblivious of the tremendous visual and intellectual appeal of 
archaeology to lay minds, those of television viewers included. True, the study of ethnography lends 
itself easily to politicization, as became apparent under the Third Reich, so that the links pointed out 
here, admittedly, have their share of potential risks or drawbacks. 
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